
The 18 Great Divisions  
       of   2015/2016        
and there came to pass . . . a time when all physics students were divided 
into 18 great divisions which were scattered throughout the halls of NHS to 
wander in the Oklahoma desert heat, rain, and wind for approximately 130 
school days until revelation came to each and every member . . .  and in the 
end, a  new warm light of wisdom radiated forth from Room 807. Knowledge 
flowing throughout the NHS kingdom like the fertile waters of the Nile. 

. . . sorry about that, I’ve been reading my Old Testament a bit too much lately. A large part of NHS 
Physics is division work. This is your chance to get out of the day-to-day classroom setting and 
explore a physics topic in depth or help “run the show” in room 807.  Here are the divisions you 
may choose from.       

Your Division work is worth a whopping 288 points! 
48pts per packet for Packet 2 - Packet 7 

All students have a minimum 6 hour time commitment each semester. 

You may do a combination of groups if you wish.                  

Rocketry   (limit 26 students)     ***** $20 fee ***** 
meets approximately three Tuesdays/month (rm. 807), 12:12 – 12:52 
Description: This group of students will explore rocketry with one of the leading experts in 
central Oklahoma, Mike Babb.  Mr. Babb is an Aerospace Engineer working at Tinker Air 
Force Base who investigates jet aircraft accidents for the US Air Force. He will teach you 
many things about the physics of flight of aircraft and rockets. Each group of students in 
the class will build a  rocket as the class progresses and launch them sometime in May.  Eat 
your lunch while you enjoy  exploring “the art of flight” and eventually building your 
group’s rocket. You are expected to be an active participant in these meetings, which means 
you will take notes, keep a growing notebook which we will supply, and will ask Mr. Babb 
LOTS of questions. See the Rocketry page on the website for further details.  You MUST be 
able to give up a Saturday or Sunday afternoon in May when we 



Guest Speaker Crowd (Limit 35 students/speaker) 
meets two to three times a month (rm. 807), 12:12 – 12:52 
Most guest speakers (other than Rocketry) will be visiting on 
Thursdays or Fridays from 12:12 - 12:52.  This is not a formal group 
like Rocketry, but I would like you to make a commitment to attend 
at least two of these a month.  All you have to do is eat your lunch 
and learn about something that might change your life.  You actually 
get 1 hour credit for 40 minutes of listening and asking questions. 

Where in Norman  
WIN has become a big production over the last few years.  
The DVD’s or data files are well made with excellent, clever 
ideas, brilliant filming, spot on music. One WIN may take you 
10 hours to put together, but I will show the good ones for 
years to come.  If you and one or two of your friends have 
talent in the area of video and music production, this is your 
chance to make a name for yourself. All you budding young 
filmmakers out there. This could be the beginning of a brilliant 
career!



Backyard Ballistics: limit 10 students  
This division could be VERY dangerous. You will build 
one or two of the projects illustrated in the book 
Backyard Ballistics (it is our book of the week this 
week). It will require that you provide your own 
materials which could get a little expensive. Your 
parents will have to sign a release form and any activity 
that is potentially dangerous will have to be conducted 
under adult supervision.  When you have completed 
your project, you and your partner will show me your 
video and perhaps demonstrate.

Research and Physics Projects
I will come up with suggestions throughout the year.  For 
instance, I would like someone to use photogates and 
timers on the ball rolling down the ramp and let’s see how 
accurately we can determine the acceleration of that ball 
rolling down the ramp.   Also, we need someone to try that 
diffraction grating experiment that Dr. Sims talked about. 



Physics Artist in Residence 
(Ceiling and wall tile painters) (My Michaelangelos)    
Description:   The entranceway to the Physics room should be a 
testament to the history of classical physics and what we do in this 
classroom. We started making this a reality about eight years ago and 
I need YOU to help me continue this wonderful work in progress. 
The whole school will see and comment on your work. We have had 
numerous good comments on what we have up there so far. People 
are going to pay attention, it must be good!
This year I am looking toward the heavens . . . well, okay . . . actually, 
the ceiling.  I want these panels painted. Look at all that real estate up 
there that can be used to teach.
Requirements for sign up:  You MUST have artistic skills. I would 
prefer someone who has at least taken a couple of art classes or is 
currently in AP Art. You will have to submit some of your work to me 
in a portfolio.  I am willing to work with your art instructors to 
maybe even give you a little double credit. 



Physics Book Club
Choose a  book from my list on the web page (as soon as I put it up 
there), or I’ll suggest one, read it, and we will talk about it.  Highlight, 
underline, write in margins or otherwise annotate the book and then 
we’ll have a 10 to 20 minute discussion about the book.   No book 
report necessary.  I’m not going to be grilling you. It’s not a question 
and answer period. It will simply be a great discussion about the 
content of a book we hopefully both enjoyed.  Heck, form a book club 
of up to 4 students if you want and we’ll all discuss after the group 
has completed the book. 

Microwave/fridge/toaster/water dispenser/
maintenance and cleaning and recycling container 
emptier 
Not exciting, but DESPERATELY NEEDED.  So desperate for a couple 
of reliable students that I will pay DOUBLE TIME for this job.  I can’t 
keep up with all this equipment and dust and debris. I desperately 
need your help.  It piles up too quickly. Room 807 can get to be a real 
mess. Especially in the Cantina Area.  We desperately need someone 
or a pair of someones who have the knack of organization and 
cleanliness. It will involve wiping down tables, dusting, cleaning out 
the microwaves and fridges, washing the materials that cover the 
throne, straightening up the ping pong area, etc....



Physics Cantina Stockers and Managers   
Stockers are responsible for keeping the fridge and 
snack area stocked.  Sometimes you will go to Sams, 
Target, Dodsons, Sprouts, Natural Grocers, etc. for 
our supplies  You will meet me at NHS about once 
every 10 days outside of regular school hours (usually 
7pm on a weeknight) to bring in and stock all the 
goodies.   
 
Restockers will spend about  5 to 10 minutes after 
school one or two days a week getting the Cantina 
ready to go for the next day.  You will also be in 
charge of letting me know what we need to reorder.  

Cantina Sign Makers
Must be a good artist or have some “sizzle” with their 
small advertising signs for the products in the cantina and 
their prices.



Physics Pheeders 
(WARNING: max 2 hours Div time/sem)
Description: We love food!  Sometimes food does more for class 
morale than anything else.  If you and a friend enjoy cooking or 
baking we will certainly eat it.  The best days to make food for the 
class is on Film Days (see calendar).  And the last day before 
Winter break.    
Requirements:  You need to know your way around a kitchen. 
You’re clean and hygienic when you cook.  You don’t use us as 
guinea pigs for some crazy made up recipe.  

Physics Engineer  (limited to 2 physics students):  
A call for Welders and wood workers  *Put together lab 
equipment when necessary * Buy physics/classroom supplies 
when necessary  *Small projects:  Build me a stand for the “other”  
eaz-y-boy;  * Finish constructing torque rods. * build an 
accelerometer holder, * build shelves, storage for cantina/trophies
Requirements for sign up:  You have to have at least some wood 
and/or metalwork construction experience and be an 
independent worker. You must have access to your own power 
tools and experience using them If you can weld, you are 
especially valuable.



Kerbal Space Program: Division Time
Kerbal Space Program or KSP is a space program simulator 

that allows the player manage their very own space program, 
create rocket ships and space planes that explore the Kerbin 
system, learn about the basics of aerodynamic and space flight, 
orbital mechanics, and  many new vocabulary terms relating to 
real-world maneuvering in air and space. 

Players can manage their own space center in the ways of 
doing missions, fundraisers, recruiting eager Kerbonauts (and 
keeping them alive), as well as gaining reputation, science, and 
new resources to gain even more reputation and science. Players 
can also create space planes and rocket ships to explore anything 
and everything, from your home planet of Kerbin to Bop, one of 
the four moons of the gas planet Jool. Along the way, players will 
learn the basics of flight in atmosphere and in space, orbital 
mechanics involving celetial bodies of various sizes and densities, 
as well as physics involving vectors, acceleration, thrust, center of 
mass, and specific impulse to name a few. Also, players are 
exposed to many vocabulary tems such as prograde/retrograde, 
radial/anti-radial, normal/anti-normal, periapsis/apoapsis, and 
how they represent real-life maneuvers and orbital terms.

Video Game Price: $40.00 on Steam



Phoosball and/or Chess Tournament coordinators.    
You will clean the foosball table and apply silicon to the 
handles once every couple of  weeks.  You will clean the 
foosballs once a month in your dishwasher.  
Tournament Coordinator responsibilities:

· Organizes, oversees, emails, etc. . .. eight person foosball 
Men’s and Women’s tournament.

· Can play foosball fairly well.
·  Is fair minded and has the respect of other foosball 

players.

Physics Poster/Sign Producers (up to 6 hours of division time) 
If you like to take a Physics topic of your choice and create a poster 
out of it, this is the division for you.  You will have a lot of artistic 
freedom and will be mostly autonomous in your decision making. I 
will need to approve of the overall ideas for your posters.  The 
posters will be informational so you will want them to be colorful and 
full of pictures, diagrams, etc.  Perhaps you want to do one on a 
particular scientist. Sort of a graphic visual organizer where you 
research and display all the people that influenced the scientist and 
all the ideas for which the scientist became famous. You will spend 
approximately 3 hours per poster researching the topic, brain 
storming ideas, buying supplies, and finally creating an outstanding 
useful physics poster.  



Calendar girls. 
 I know I am being sexist here, but in the past girls just do a MUCH 
better job making the official physics calendars that go up front in the 
room.  If you are a guy and want to prove me wrong, we’ll talk. 

Food & Shelter for Friends (max 3 hours of division time)   

I realize this doesn’t have much to do with Physics, but it is 
extremely good for your spirit and those citizens of Norman that 
need the help. You must go with at least one other friend.  It 
would be better if you have a food handlers card. You must have 
Amy (the chef) or whoever else is in charge there sign the card I 
give you.  The kitchen is down by the railroad tracks just west of 
the railroad station. 



Organizers for the Botball team:    (limit 4 students)
Norman Advanced Robotics in full of brilliant young men and women, but 
sometimes they have difficulty keeping up with those day-to-day details. We 
need people that have a knack for sorting and organizing thousands of Robotic 
pieces. It would make such a difference for our team this year. We need you!  
You basically work on your own time. You can work alone or with a friend. 
You pick your hours.  You may also want to help Norman Advanced Robotics 
raise the $8,000 we are going to need this summer to travel to the World 
Competition.  Perhaps you know someone who knows someone who is 
looking for a nice tax deduction. Perhaps you have other ideas to help us fund 
raise.  

Don’t like any of these? Well then . . . you tell 
me what YOU want to do: 

You can develop your own division and present your idea to me. 
WARNING:  I must approve it before you start.

 



 name _________________________________________________________________period ___________ 

Rocketry Application    Due 4:30PM Fri, Sept 25, 2015   
Rocketry meets approximately three Tuesdays/month (rm. 807), 12:12 – 12:52  
This group of students will explore rocketry with one of the leading experts in central Oklahoma, Mike 
Babb.  Mr. Babb is an Aerospace Engineer working at Tinker Air Force Base who investigates jet aircraft 
accidents for the US Air Force. He will teach you many things about the physics of flight of aircraft and 
rockets. Each group of students in the class will build a  rocket as the class progresses and launch them 
sometime in May.  Eat your lunch while you enjoy  exploring “the art of flight” and eventually building your 
group’s rocket. You are expected to be an active participant in these meetings, which means you will take 
notes, keep a growing notebook which we will supply, and will ask Mr. Babb LOTS of questions.   

Why did you choose to participate in the Rocketry Division? (use the back if needed) 

What experience (does not have to involve rockets) do you have that makes you a good candidate for 
the Rocketry Division? (use the back if needed) 

You will need to attend at least 15 weekly meetings taking place sometime between early October and early 
May. If you miss more than 3 meetings for whatever reason, you will  have to give up Rocketry.  These 
meetings will take place from 12:12 PM to 12:52 PM on Tuesday of each week. This doesn’t give you 
enough time to go out to get your lunch.  You will either need to eat in the Cantina that day, bring your lunch, 
or have a friend bring you food. You can eat your food during the first part of the meeting. There is also a 
$20 entrance fee which covers a portion of the equipment used.  Mr. Babb pays for the rest out of his own 
pocket.  Sign below if you have chosen this division AND your schedule allows, and will continue to allow, 
you to give up that Tuesday lunch once a week.  

signature:___________________________________________________________ date ____________ 

This division comes with some risk at the rocket launch. The launch will be in  May on a Sunday afternoon.  
You MUST be at the launch or you will lose 48 division points.  If you are under 18, a parent or guardian 
must sign below: 

signature:___________________________________________________________ date ____________ 


